
Pilgrimage Into Truth

”When the soul  goes further in the path of
knowledge  it  begins  to  find:  "Yes,  there  is
something which feels itself, which feels the
inclination to call itself 'I'." There is a feeling
of "I"-ness, but at the same time all that the
soul  identifies  itself  with  is  not  itself.  The
day when this idea springs up in the heart of
man he has begun his journey in the path of
truth.” 

“It is very difficult to explain the meaning of
the word "false ego. " The best I can do is to
say that every inclination which springs from
disregard  of love,  harmony,  and  beauty  and
which  is  concerned  with  oneself  and
unconcerned with all others is the false ego.”
Hazrat Inayat Khan

There are two dimensions of Reality that
the spiritual path explores. It might be
called  the  vertical  and  the  horizontal,
the  transcendent  and  the  cosmic,  the
eternal and the finite. 
In  terms  of  identity  there  are  two
dimensions  as  well  –  the  historical  and
the  eternal.   This  retreat  will  explore
these  two  dimensions  of  identity  (ego).
We will  examine  psychological  elements
that are a part of our historical self and
thereby  awakening  to  the  “true  self”.
We  will  explore  the  role  of  spiritual
practice  in  this  process.  Finally  we  will
deepen our realization of how each of us

may embody and act from our true
self within everyday existence.

Himayat Inayati, M.S.,Th. D.,
has been studying Hazrat
Inayat  Khan’s  universal  Sufism for
forty-six years.  He worked closely
with  Pir  Vilayat  Inayat  Khan  while
serving as International Kefayat of
The Sufi Healing Order for twenty
years. During that time he created
twenty-seven  international  and
national conferences addressing the
evolution of spirituality and science
in  education,  healing,  and  health
care.  He  created  The  Raphaelite
Work ™ - a method of healing and
embodied  transformational  process
through presence, inquiry and touch.
Himayat has presented the teaching

of  Hazrat  Inayat  Khan  on  spiritual
liberty  in  fourteen  different  countries.
He taught at Season of the Rose 2015 &
2017 and at the Zenith Swiss Alps Camp
in 1990 and 2017. Presently he provides
two  series  of  on-line  classes  “Keys To
The  Divine  Treasury  –  The  Early
Sufis”,  and  “The  Love,  Harmony  &
Beauty  Series”  that  have  participation
from six different countries. He founded
two schools for the education of children
(rainbowcommunityschool.org  &
odysseycommunity.org).  Himayat  also
guides  personal  spiritual  retreats  at
Light of the Mountains Retreat Center in
the  mountains  of  Western  North
Carolina, where he resides.

Himayat speaks English and is translated
into German. 

Time:
Friday, 28th of June, beginning at 10 am
to Tuesday, 2nd of July, ending at 5 pm.

Place: 
Bentlager Biohof 
48432 Rheine/Germany Sandkuhle 40. 

Price for 5 days: 425 €
Price for 3 days: 285 € 
(not including accommodation and food).



Registration:

The  seminar  will  only  take  place,  if  on
May 12th there are 18 participants.

Please register as soon as possible.

Accommodation:
Accommodation  has  to  be  booked  by
yourself  independently.  We  can  assist
you. 
              
Food: Self-supply or we may organize a
catering-service  if  most  participants
agree with that before.

For more information and to register:
Jutta Hartmann
jutta.n.hartmann@t-online.de
phone: 0049-5971-54709
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